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70th General Service Conference

Hi, my name is Cathy B. and I am an alcoholic, currently serving as the Southeast Regional 
Trustee and chair of the A.A.W.S. board.  As such, I am honored to give the AAWS board 
report summary.  Here I was worried about having to stand in front of all of you, and yet in 
alcoholic fashion, now I’d rather be doing that than staring into a camera… but here goes!
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A Disappointing Year or Opportunity?

Disappointment   = Expectations
Reality

A few weeks ago, when preparing this report, I was thinking this is the year of 
disappointments, both inside and outside the program. Seniors are missing graduation; 
families have been separated in order to keep each other safe. The 2020 IC was cancelled, 
for the first time since it’s inception. Panel 69s don’t get to say their goodbyes and we all 
miss the physical hugs, the opportunity to meet face-to-face. 

Of course, all these changes have been necessary due to the restrictions from the 
pandemic.  
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Taking a Closer Look

However, if we take a closer look, along with those disappointments have come some real 
opportunities.  The fellowship has stepped up, and quickly organized online and telephone 
meetings. There’s been all day and weekend workshops attended by alcoholics all over the 
world.  

Intergroups and Central Offices have scrambled to keep their meeting lists updated and 
many have provided guidelines for this new way of doing things including collecting digital 
contributions and maintaining privacy and anonymity while meeting in the digital world.

Our General Service Office made the transition to telework after the Interchurch Center 
that houses the Office, closed its doors in March.  Our GSO employees have kept our 
essential services up and running perpetuating the support our 12th Step work. They have 
accomplished this while existing in the region most affected by the pandemic.  Just another 
set of heroes to be acknowledged through all of this.  Phone calls and emails are still being 
answered, literature is being shipped and plans for when life returns to the new normal are 
underway. 

The AAWS board has also continued its work pushing projects forward while dealing with 
the repercussions of the economic shutdown.
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As you know the board, does its work through committees. Each of these committees have 
areas of responsibility which may include implementing actions from previous conferences 
as well as supporting the work of the General Service Board and Office in all our goals.

The Technology/Communication/Services committee covers a lot of ground.  This 
committee works with the Communication Department, Technology Services and Group 
Services of the General Service Office to help improve communications with the 
Fellowship, especially through the use of technology.  Much of their efforts this year have 
been focused on the implementation of the Meeting Guide app, getting the website 
updated and overseeing the LinkedIn and YouTube projects.  

Our Publishing committee keeps tabs on literature sales, translations, and reprint requests 
while sending price recommendations for new materials to the full AAWS board for 
approval.  This year that included the new ASL DVD sets for the Big Book and 12x12.

Internal Audit does just what the name says – they review all internal audit processes and 
documentation.  This one is a relatively new committee but an important one as it’s helping 
to ensure the office is following both NY Nonprofit laws and good business practices. 

There are also two ad hoc subcommittees which have worked on specific issues. The Self-
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Support is usually assigned the task of implementing the additional considerations that come 
from the Conference Finance committee, such as adding text about virtual baskets to 
relevant pamphlets.  

Then there is the Ad Hoc Committee on Pricing, Discounts and Distribution (aka Delta 
committee). Their work has resulted in the price normalization that was recently 
implemented on April 15, 2020 and in the newly published A.A.W.S. Literature catalog. The 
goal was to make literature more accessible in whatever format or language the individual 
needs to read it.  Now, prices are more consistent across languages and across formats.
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Strategic Planning

The board also routinely engages in strategic planning.  This is a time when we can discuss 
topics that don’t fit into the normal business framework.  It’s where we can bring in new 
ideas or really dig into a challenging issue.  One of the items that we have been taking a 
hard look at has been the way we do business as a board.  Are we perpetuating busy work, 
essentially continuing to do things the way they have always been done?  Or are we 
structuring our meetings to make the best use of staff time and our time together? 

This year we set aside a whole day for Strategic Planning in September to talk about 
subjects ranging from our audio/video strategy, to the structure and function of our 
meetings as well as how to better work with Intergroups and Central Offices.  A plan that 
came out of that session included scheduling a remote board meeting.  The current 
circumstances have provided an opportunity to do just that.  So our next A.A.W.S. meeting 
in June will be digital.  The intent in all this has been to become more efficient in our goal 
of supporting the fellowship while saving money in the process. 
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Financial Snapshot

• Income Statement –
– Loss of $313,530

• Literature Sales: 
– Gross profit for 2019 was $9,657,197 compared to $9,452,615 for last year. 
– Slow sales of “Our Great Responsibility” (34,137 sold/100,000 copies budgeted)

• Operating Expenses: 
– Professional fees were $277,913 were 77.20% greater than budget (due to contract 

reviews being over budget by $125,471)
– Contracted services were over budget by $998,651 (83.22%) mainly caused by ERP costs 

which were $596,894

• Reserve Fund (as of Dec 31, 2019 -unaudited) 
– 9.13 months of operating expenses

On the topic of money, our results were disappointing there too.  You’ll get the full details 
for 2019 in the Final Report and in the presentation by our General Service Board treasurer. 
This snapshot covers the period December 31, 2018 to December 31, 2019.

The net loss for the year was $313,530 compared to a projected profit of $501,221 – about 
an $800,000 swing. While contributions were at a record high, thank you very much … our 
expenses in several areas were greater than expected combined with less than expected 
literature sales. 

The Gross Profit from literature was $9,657,197 compared to $9,452,615 for last year.  
Although sales were higher, the budget for the book “Our Great Responsibility” was 
100,000 copies. The actual sales for all 3 languages was just over 34,000 copies. 
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Contributions
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Contributions continue their gradual increase as we strive to be self supporting through our 
own contributions. 
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Online Contributions
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In addition, Online contributions have had a much more dramatic increase over the years 
and were over 1 million for the first time (11.3% of total
contributions).  
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Contributions – More Options!

It cost approximately $.20 more to process a mailed in contribution then an online one.  
We “get” more of the intended money when the transaction is electronic. Now digital 
contributions will be even easier since members can go through PayPal on the aa.org site to 
make a contribution.
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2020 Budget

Original Budget (before Covid-19):
• Gross sales of literature $14,750,000 
• Gross Profit from literature $9,800,000
• Contributions at $9,000,000
• Expenses budgeted at $18,798,860
• Bottom-line profit of $1,140 

After Covid-19 (first 3 weeks in April):
• Sales of literature dropped to under $150,000
• Contributions just over $500,000

Taking a look at the 2020 Budget: In January, the A.A.W.S. Board approved a budget 
showing gross literature sales of $14,750,000 with a bottom-line profit of $1,140. It was 
going to be a tight budget already, and now we are dealing with the impact of the 
Coronavirus pandemic.  The financial picture has obviously changed drastically. 

In the first 3 months of the year our gross profit from literature was over 2 million. For 3 
weeks in April, it was under 150K. Contributions, look a little better at just over 500K 
during the same timeframe.

We expect sales of literature and contributions to bottom out in April/May and then begin 
a gradual rise though the fall until by the end of the year when we are predicted to be back 
to normal. In order to pay bills and our employees, we will have to draw down from the 
reserve fund.  At the beginning of April the fund was just over 9 months.  

We are definitely seeing how prudent our reserve fund is – and this is exactly the 
circumstances it has been maintained so that our essential services may continue.

As Bill wrote in a November 1957 article, Respecting Money, “A.A. would have to come up 
with a sound and workable money policy or else face endless ineffectiveness and possible 
collapse”.
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We are in the process of generating a new budget that will better address the realities of our 
current circumstances while trying to predict what this next year will bring. In other words, 
more will be revealed.
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Communications Services Department

Communications Services Department

– Collaboration with other G.S.O., AAGV and staff assignments

The development of digital resources to reach the Fellowship 
and others interested in our program of recovery: 

– New Website – in final phase of design approvals

– Meeting Guide App – just over ¼ of a million users
• FAQ added to aa.org
• As well as a Meeting Guide support page

– YouTube Channel

– LinkedIn

– Google for Nonprofits

– Video Production planning

On the positive side – a lot of great work was done last year. We now have a 
Communications Services Department, an idea that got it’s start from our Communications 
audit. 

This department will collaborate with other G.S.O. departments, AAGV and staff 
assignments on video projects, PSAs, RFPs, and other projects and Conference Advisory 
Actions. 

Their realm is developing digital resources to better communicate with our fellowship and 
the world around us.  An indication of how much this has been needed is how long a list of 
“To Do” items they have already!
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Publishing Activities

– Release of ASL 12&12

– Release of ASL Big Book

– Our Great Responsibility published

– Three new audio books in 3 languages

• Big Book

• 12x12

• Living Sober

– Video: “Young & Sober in A.A.: From 
Drinking to Recovery”

– Large Print Project:

• As Bill Sees It

• Came to Believe

• A.A. in Prison – Inmate to 
Inmate

– 2020 Literature Catalog

The Publishing Department provided us with a new ASL version of the Big Book and 
“Twelve and Twelve”.  Both were updated by incorporating current language and signing 
and were reviewed prior to publication by members of A.A. who are Deaf.

Before that, our newest book in many, many years - Our Great Responsibility was released.  
The book has been highly praised throughout the fellowship.  It has become an excellent 
reference for those in service and anyone interested in the history of our fellowship.

With the current trend toward audio books, this year  saw the release of 3 new audio 
books in all 3 languages (Big Book, 12x12, Living Sober) providing greater access to our 
message of recovery for all our present and potential members.

You can find the Conference-approved video “Young & Sober in A.A.: From Drinking to 
Recovery” on our website.  This was actually a creation by young A.A. members.

The Large Print project continues to churn out books in the currently accepted Large Print 
format, with As Bill Sees It, Came to Believe and A.A. in Prison – Inmate to Inmate to be 
available very soon along with the pamphlets “The A.A. Group,” “Questions and Answers 
on Sponsorship” and “Access to A.A.”
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Just out in April is the 2020 Catalog of A.A. Conference-approved Literature and Other A.A. 
Material: which incorporated the “price normalization” and discounting adjustments 
mentioned previously.  These changes were made to increase accessibility of our literature 
while simplifying the pricing structure.

Finally, much progress has been made in the area of digital distribution and staple-free 
pamphlets for Correctional and Treatment facilities.  The digital distribution to prisons is at 
present a complex and changing landscape so progress is slow and steady while we find the 
best channel to reach alcoholics in correctional facilities.
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More Good News

– Launch of the AA Meeting Guide app with 250k monthly users

– Our General Service Office video

– LinkedIn page

– ERP Cloud based System

– New "My Portal" replacing FNV

– $1MM in online contributions

– Achieving almost 100% funded pension plan

Although at this point it seems like old news, the AA Meeting Guide app was launched last 
year with 250k monthly users. This is a resource which has been extremely useful in these 
times of remote meetings.  In the future, it will continue to enhance our ability to collect 
feedback from the fellowship and maintain that two-way flow of information.

The video Our General Service Office was completed and if you haven’t seen it yet, it 
should be available soon.  While the nostalgia of the older version will be missed, this 
update provides a wonderful picture of what our general service office does to support 12th

step work.

Alcoholics Anonymous now has a presence on LinkedIn.  The listing of upcoming 
professional events for which AA will have a display and/or presence has been popular with 
our friends who come in contact with alcoholics through their jobs.  The CPC desk is asking 
for input on how to enhance and better reach those working in fields such as Social 
Services, Medical and Legal.  This is another way we can reach out and dispel 
misinformation while letting people know what AA is and what it isn’t.

Then there is the ERP implementation, painful and slow as it is, thank goodness it was at a 
point that allowed our employees to work from home and have access to the necessary 
data.  Without this cloud-based system the transition to telework would have been next to 
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impossible and certainly not as quick.  

The "My Portal“ module that is replacing FNV is one of the IT Department’s highest priorities.  
We appreciate the patience the fellowship and especially, Area registrars have shown as the 
final product will be worth the wait.  Several registrars both past and present have been 
brought in to help test and ensure the new system will meet our fellowship’s needs.

Ultimately, the ERP system will improve customer service and the goal is to have that person 
who answers the phone be able to respond to literature order, group or contribution 
questions, without passing the caller on.  The system will provide better, more timely access 
to information and enable departments to work together with greater efficiently.

Before the current economic downturn, we had achieved an almost 100% funded pension 
plan – a feat that most companies would envy.  That will all be evaluated once the dust 
settles but the point is, taking care of our fellowship and our employees is what we do.
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GSO – even during the shutdown – continues to support the fellowship. Last year, Archives 
received almost 1,500 requests for info/research.  Group Services has been an integral part 
in improving our communications with the Intergroups and Central Offices. The CPC and 
Corrections desks recently sent out updates asking for sharing from the fellowship and 
providing information about what is going on – even when the world seems to be shut 
down.  

The Conference desk has been crazy busy getting everything prepared for the first ever 
digital conference!  I also wanted to acknowledge the work done by the International 
Convention desk – years of effort and thousands of tasks have been completed – only to 
have it cancelled. Now we can look forward to 2025 in Canada and bring the lessons 
learned from this year’s planning and organizing forward.

Over at the Public Information desk, besides working with media and coming up with
innovative ways to get the message out, work has continued on providing information 
about Safety in A.A.  Let’s take a moment to review what’s going on there.
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– Safety and A.A.: Our Common Welfare (SMF-209)

– Safety Card for A.A. Groups (F-211)

– Safety and A.A. Flyer (Under consideration)

Safety Information for Groups

In February 2017, the service piece Safety and A.A.: Our Common Welfare (SMF-209) was 
made available to the fellowship.  It was developed by a GSO Staff subcommittee that 
pulled together shared experience.

Soon after, there was a request for a card that could be read at meetings and would 
provide suggested language to deal with disruptive situations. This resulted in the Safety 
Card for A.A. Groups (F-211)  While the initial rollout was a bit confusing and messy, the 
demand for the card by local offices and districts was high.  The conversation and request 
for feedback has continued since that time. After a thoughtful, slow but steady pace G.S.O. 
Staff using input from the fellowship and A.A.W.S. Board have drafted an update to the 
Yellow Card and the initial service piece.

Now there are optional statements inspired from Fellowship sharing. Groups can pick and 
choose options as to what they want to read at meetings – or NOT. The updates provided 
come with the understanding that there may be nuance to the types of language and 
challenges a group might be facing. The flip side of the card contains some “Keep in Mind” 
suggestions relating to A.A. Traditions and shared experience.

At this time, it looks like the service piece SMF-209 will be available very soon.  Depending 
on your feedback, the Yellow Card may also be pushed out.
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What has also been under consideration is a Safety and A.A. Flyer – The idea was initiated 
from fellowship requests for the content found in the Safety Service piece in a format that 
could fit and be easily displayed in something like our “pamphlet rack”.  What began as an 
exploration into improving the Yellow Safety Card for Groups then evolved into how can we 
provide the broader sharing that is found in the full SMF service piece -- and have it in a 
condensed version like what the Yellow Card provides.  Hopefully, we will be able to share 
more information about this proposed service piece and gather feedback to generate 
another tool for creating a safe environment for all our members.
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“To serve AA is to live. We gladly accept our 
Third Legacy and may we guard it well and 
use it wisely. God grant that the Legacy of 
Service remain ever safe in our keeping.” 

Our Third Legacy

(Language of the Heart, pg. 130)

To summarize, this year is one of disappointments, but we have also witnessed great 
successes. Ours is a society based on service and dependent on action.  As we participate 
in the 70th General Service Conference, I’m pretty sure there will be all the same elements 
of past years – controversies and exhaustive work, along with a lot of joy and growth.  

I will leave you with a passage written about the first Conference in 1951 when Bill said: “In 
that historic assemblage we could all hear the voice of Alcoholics Anonymous. These were 
the words: ‘To serve AA is to live. We gladly accept our Third Legacy and may we guard it 
well and use it wisely. God grant that the Legacy of Service remain ever safe in our 
keeping’.” (Language of the Heart, To Serve is to Live, page 130)

The torch was passed many years ago by our Founders, it’s our turn to ensure we keep it 
going.
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Thank You 

For your service and support in and of A.A.

Thank you for allowing me to serve.
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